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One of the outstanding features of this book is the visual aids. There are eight color
photographs, including archeological sites and the Archimedes palimpsest in both natural
and augmented spectrums. There are also fourteen black and white photographs of models
that demonstrate the equilibrium of all of those sets of objects that can actually be balanced
in the way that Archimedes envisions (see above). Finally, there are over a hundred tech-
nical illustrations of the geometric objects, in both the plane configurations that Archime-
des produced and in the solid configurations implied by the mathematical discussion. These
solid figures are a great help to the reader, and make clear, once again, the strength of
Archimedes’ geometric intuition.
This book will be of value to anyone interested in Greek mathematics and in the use of
mechanical modes of thought to produce mathematical knowledge and is deserving of a
broad readership.
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doi:10.1016/j.hm.2011.04.002Oreste Trabucco’s study explores the diffusion of Hero’s Pneumatics in 16th and 17th
century Italy, focusing on the social and cultural reception of Hero’s work. It is a work
along the lines of Paul Lawrence’s The Italian Renaissance of Mathematics [Lawrence,
1975] and Mauro Biagioli’s “The Social Status of Italian Mathematicians (1450–1600)”
[Biagioli, 1989]. Although Trabucco’s book provides the reader with interesting informa-
tion and many details about the reception of the Pneumatics in 16th and 17th century Italy,
it does not provide a general assessment of the role of the Pneumatics in Renaissance Italy.
The book is in four chapters. The first chapter compares Giorgio Valla’s and Federico
Commandino’s approach to the translation of the Pneumatics in Latin. While Commandi-
no undertook the translation of the Pneumatics within the context of a program of trans-
lation into Latin of a large number of Greek scientific texts, Valla largely quoted the
Pneumatics in his De spiritalibus which was contained in De expetendis et fugiendis rebus.
According to Trabucco, Commandino’s philological practice followed that of Valla. The
author stresses, however, that Valla’s translation was sometimes undermined by an igno-
rance of scientific issues which led to a misunderstanding of some technical terms which
were then inadequately rendered into Latin.
The second chapter focuses on the role Urbino played as a centre for the diffusion of
Hero’s works in Renaissance Italy. Indeed, Hero’s Pneumatics was first translated into
Latin by Commandino in 1572 and then into the vernacular by Commandino’s pupil,
Alessandro Giorgi in 1592. The chapter’s aim is to stress the strong connection between
Commandino’s school in Urbino and Venetian scholars. This is shown by means of a
number of historical examples, such as the fact that the Venetian Patrice Francesco
Barozzi was charged after Commandino’s death with completing the translation of Pap-
pus’ Mathematical Collection and the fact that Bernardino Baldi, another pupil of Com-
mandino, dedicated his translation of Hero’s Automata to the Venetian Patrice Giacomo
Contarini. Trabucco also claims that Commandino influenced the Venetian humanist
Daniele Barbaro in his translation of Vitruvio’s Architecture, arguing that both Com-
mandino and Barbaro shared Platonism as their philosophical background and that
they both believed in the social value of mathematics (i.e. that the main aim of math-
ematics is to construct useful machines and instruments). According to Trabucco, the
latter were both common issues between scholars of the cities of Urbino and Venice.
However, Platonism was peculiar not only to mathematicians from Urbino and Venice
but it was the dominant philosophy for most Renaissance mathematicians. Moreover,
17th Century interpreters of Hero’s work deemed Hero’s machines in Pneumatics as
being rather more conjectural than feasible. The real goal of such machines was to
be marvellous rather than useful. This is viewed by Trabucco as a medium between the-
ory and practice and a fact that favoured the reception of Pneumatics in Renaissance,
due to the contemporary courtiers’ interest in collections. This is one of the most inter-
esting issues of Trabucco’s book. Indeed, the Pneumatics status as a work of theoretical
description made its influence problematic in the 17th century mechanics. Galileo
doubted whether, by following Hero’s confused description, it would be possible to
build some of the machines, whereas courtiers’ interest in Hero’s work relied upon
the marvellous effect of such devices. However, these remarks concerning the reception
of Hero’s work do not really fit with the social utility of mathematics that Trabucco
deems to be one of the main aspects of Hero’s reception in Renaissance Urbino and
Venice.
In 1589, the Ferrarese Giambattista Aleotti translated Hero’s Pneumatics into the ver-
nacular. The third chapter is devoted to a comparison between this translation and the
translation of Giorgi. Aleotti aimed to explain the concepts in plain language and, for this
reason, his translation choices in many cases turned out to be lacking in precision. In con-
trast, Giorgi, who followed Commandino’s Latin translation, aimed for philological preci-
sion and in doing so introduced a number of neologisms. While Giorgi’s attitude was
rooted in philology, Aleotti’s main aim was to help the reader to understand the content.
The fourth chapter is devoted to the reception of the Pneumatics by Neapolitan Linceis.
The chapter focuses on the figures of Giovanbattista Della Porta and Fabio Colonna. Della
Porta, who in his De Magia Naturalis had dealt with pneumatics experiments, connected
Hero’s work to the experimentation with mechanisms in Courts. He described various
mechanical devices traceable to the Pneumatics and published his own summary of the
work. Fabio Colonna, on the other hand, left an unpublished commentary (now preserved
in the Biblioteca Marciana, Venice), a chapter of which (on the hydraulic organ) he used in
his Sambuca, a treatise on a musical instrument.
The reader interested in learning more about the reception of the Pneumatics in
Renaissance Italy will find Trabucco’s book both interesting and informative. Neverthe-
less, there are ideas which this reviewer would have liked the author to explore more
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fully. For example, Trabucco outlines the tension between the reception of the Pneumat-
ics as a source of devices liable to arouse the amazement of an audience and as a source
of useful machines, but in-depth analysis of this tension is missing. In connection with
this tension, it would be of interest to know whether Giorgi’s philological approach and
Aleotti’s comprehension oriented approach to the Pneumatics were connected to these
two different ways of reading the text. Finally, it would be worthwhile to compare these
different readings in the light of the possible audiences of the different cultural and
social milieu of the Courts of Renaissance Italy, such as the audience of engineers
and architects, who would be more interested in interpreting the machines within the
compass of their own know-how, and the audience of educated courtiers, whose taste
for the marvellous shaped their reading of texts.
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The Chinese Roots of Linear Algebra
By Roger Hart. Baltimore, (Johns Hopkins University Press). 2011. ISBN 978-0-8018-9755-
9. xiii + 286 pp. US$65 (hardcover).
Chinese books on calculation techniques have always been searched for analogues of ‘our’
standard mathematics. This is a natural way of entering the subject, and an attractive pre-
sentation strategy for relatively large audiences. But is it a fruitful research methodology?
Roger Hart obviously believes so when he chooses to call his book The Chinese Roots of
Linear Algebra. This title raises suspicion and curiosity at the same time: will the book
argue that Leibniz and Gauss somehow built upon Chinese techniques? For better or
worse, such expectations are going to be disappointed. Although Leibniz and Gauss do
appear in due course, no historical connection is seriously posited between their work
and the main subject of this text, perhaps more appropriately described as The Roots of
Chinese Linear Algebra.
The actual focus of the book are Chinese solution methods for fangcheng problems,
corresponding to systems of linear equations. These problems and methods were first
recorded in chapter 8 of the anonymous Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Arts (Jiu
zhang suan shu – Nine Chapters hereafter), a collection finalised sometime during the
first century CE (English translation Kangshen et al. [1999], French translation Chemla
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